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Focus
The arT oF Full parTicipaTion

BY PAM MEdJUCk stEin

“look where we are!” Unbeknownst to me, my friend 
Ricki would call out the same words to her kids as I 
would to mine when arriving at new places on fam-

ily vacations. While the cry prompted eight youngsters 
between us to gaze around at a new town or an unexplored 
cliffside, in truth, it did more. “Look where we are!’” musters 
the bigger picture: “We are here. On our own together. Let’s 
explore. Let’s have fun.”

This issue of Think looks at focus and the art of consider-
ation. It doesn’t matter whether children are staring down 
into the world’s deepest crevice in Iceland, ambling through 
a leafy park in Toronto, or engaging in a family Seder. To 
take advantage of their experiences, youngsters require a 
developed instinct to participate fully—with keen minds 
and open hearts.

Focus relates to paying attention, an idea well connected 
to students and learning. But what is this “paying” all about? 
Who is paying what, why, and for what? In commerce, to pay 
is to account for value received. In legalese, it’s called con-
sideration. When we ask how ideas about accounting con-
nect to reflection and contemplation, which comprise the 
second meaning of the word “consideration,” we discover 
that the ability to perceive value of many kinds has been a 
skill-based pursuit for a long, long time.

Consideration comes from the Latin verb considerare, 
meaning “to look at closely, to observe,” a composite of 
com- “with” and sideris “constellation” (www.etymonline.com). 

“Taking account” translates literally to mean “observing the 
stars.” Perhaps this suggests that the immutable and univer-
sal provide a good standard and that the balance of “give and 
get” lies in the eyes of the observer. The etymology calls up 
the Torah’s invocation of Abraham whose covenantal journey 
for truth begins with the instruction to step out, look at the 
stars (Genesis 13:4) and go to himself Lech lecha (Genesis 
13:1). Abraham was to act for himself and check out what’s 
what. The word later evolved into the French verb considerer, 
meaning “to reflect on or study.” Can we say that focus and, 
therefore, study begin with individual action that is indepen-
dent, reflects truthfully, and is rewarded in kind? Maybe yes.

In “Awe and Wonder,” Greg Beiles notices the particular 
attributes of Jewish tradition and Judaic study that develop 
complex thinking from the youngest age and that deepen 
learning year by year. Dvora Goodman’s new Think column, 

“The Learning Centre,” shares successful school leadership 

strategies that inform the quality of student learning and 
school culture, while Lisa Richler also inaugurates a new 
Think column, “Spotlight,” which will investigate the unique-
ness of integrated pluralistic Jewish education.

Think’s “Special Feature: Focus and the Art of Consider-
ation” presents inventive teaching methods that advance the 
skill to focus. Rachely Tal and Michelle Shulman describe 
the power that music and lyrics have to instill deep learn-
ing; Andrea Schaffer uses childhood wonder to foster fasci-
nation and her students’ desire for discovery; Lesley Cohen 
crafts lessons in poetry and personification that motivate 
Junior High students to feel and express empathy; and Dan-
iel Abramson uncovers honest observation as the heart of 
inquiry into both science and mystery.

Parents and educators have to stay on task, too; there’s a 
critical role to play in helping youngsters navigate the unruly 
seas of activity and information in which they sail daily. As 
we move through 2016, our children continue to draw in cer-
tain bits of digital information and marginalize others. This 
wealth of opportunity is a great blessing if youngsters learn 
to curate the data meaningfully. Failing this, they may floun-
der in a flood of hodgepodge.

“Our Sages Tell Us” also looks at the stewardship of focus. 
In her column “Good Books,” Gail Baker recommends 
vantage points from which older and younger readers can 
reconsider the ways of the world as well as preconceptions 
that block the view.

Jasmine Eliav designs a clean, simple solution to the neg-
ative effects of children’s overcrowded minds and schedules; 
what some call “down time,” she calls “white space,” evok-
ing painting and graphic art to delineate her advice. Irene 
Berkowitz synopsizes Nicholas Carr’s bestseller, The Shallows: 
What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains, with its history of 
intellectual technologies, beginning with the earliest book, 
and its analysis of the implications of the internet on young 
minds. Karen Chisvin examines Rabbi A. J. Heschel’s phi-
losophy of time management; his small beloved volume, 
The Sabbath, shares his very Jewish perspective on sorting, 
spending, and valuing our days.

Our children can learn focus; they can know who they 
are, where they are, what they know, and how to optimize 
their experiences. We must consider it all and attend to their 
learning.

Look where we are!

to take advantage of their experiences, youngsters require a developed 
instinct to participate fully—with keen minds and open hearts.



Eddies in time
The Spiral-linear JewiSh curriculum

BY GrEG BEilEs
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Awareness of one’s own learning process is  
an essential element in higher-order thinking.

in his lyrical and edifying book The Sabbath, Rabbi Abraham 
Joshua Heschel describes the unique role that time plays 
in Judaism. While other civilizations build cathedrals and 

monuments, Judaism, says Heschel, creates an “architecture 
of time.” “Judaism is a religion of time aiming at the sancti-
fication of time.”1

What is the nature of Jewish time? In his bestselling his-
tory, Thomas Cahill offers that one of the great contributions 
of Jewish thought to world culture is the idea of linear time. 
In The Gifts of the Jews: How a Tribe of Desert Nomads Changed 
the Way Everyone Thinks and Feels, Cahill explains that most 
ancient civilizations regarded time as cyclical: days, seasons, 
years, life, and death all repeat in endless cycles. Biblical 
narratives, on the contrary, suggest a forward progression 
where events begin one place with a particular person and 
end somewhere else: Abraham and Sarah leave Ur to begin 
a nation whose future is foreseen in the stars; Moshe and 
Miriam initiate an Exodus from Egypt that is fulfilled a gen-
eration later in Eretz Israel. While ancient Babylon, Egypt, 
and even Greece perceived time as cyclical, the Jews, claims 
Cahill, introduced linear, advancing time that underpins the 
Western ideal of progress.2

I suggest that Cahill is half-correct. It was the ancient 
Greek philosopher Heraclitus, not a Jew, who stated, “No 
person ever steps in the same river twice,” for the river flows 
on, always changing, never staying the same. Conversely, it 
was a Jew, the wise King Solomon, who is credited with the 
words, “There is nothing new beneath the sun” (Kohelet); 
the wizened king spoke of the sun, the rivers, and the gener-
ations of humanity coming and going in endless cycles.

In fact, Jewish thought recognizes both linear and cycli-
cal time. The fruitful question to ask is: What is the rela-
tionship between cycles and journeys, between reiterations 
and progressions? I propose that we consider a “spiral-lin-
ear” model for Jewish learning—a particularly Jewish kind of 

“spiral curriculum,” in which our cycles produce progression 
and our repetitions reveal discoveries.

As Jewish educators, we recognize Jewish cycles, first and 
foremost, in the holidays of the year. The annual roster of 
chaggim provides structure to our school curriculum. Each 
year students hear, once again, the narratives and ritu-
als of Sukkot, Chanukah, Tu Bish’vat, Purim, Pesach, Lag 
B’Omer, and Shavuot. When they hear the same story each 
year, and revisit the laws and rituals associated with each 
holiday, children develop a standard vocabulary and frame-
work. Basic knowledge is learned and repeated, as a foun-
dation for more sophisticated analysis. Annually, students 
re-encounter familiar themes from new perspectives. A year 
older, they have different questions and new understandings 
about what it means for Pharaoh to harden his heart, for 
Esther to approach the king, for the Maccabees to start a 
revolution. Because the basic material is not new, there are 
far more opportunities for learning to extend more deeply. 
With remembered themes and narratives recurring, children 

are primed to build on, link to, and revise previous thinking.
When they revisit previously encountered material and 

last year’s learning, students notice changes in their own 
thinking: “When I was five, I used to think..., now I realize...” 
This awareness of one’s own learning process is an essential 
element in higher-order thinking. Often referred to as meta-
cognitive capacity, the ability to reflect on their own think-
ing allows learners to gain control of their learning process. 
They come to regard learning, not as passive absorption, but 
as an active and intentional act that they, as learners, can 
own and direct themselves over the years yet to come.

The spiral-linear Jewish curriculum is also an antidote to 
the modern culture of novelty and the relentless drive for 
newness that gives the mind no place to rest. If students 
deal only with new material, their learning remains super-
ficial, while novelty provides the illusion of having learned 
more. Cycling annually through familiar holiday themes and 
material, students steady their footing on the plateau of the 
known, and then leap to the next height. Their most valuable 
gratification comes not from newness but from the satisfac-
tion of accomplishment and mastery; they feel invigorated 
and confident and ready for the next challenge.

A stone placed in a river will cause a swirling eddy to form, 
a cycle in the midst of the linear flow of the stream. I can 
recall moments as a young child when I was fascinated by 
these swirls, and spent dreamy minutes peering into them. 
Eddies in rivers, and other natural cycles that seem to go 
nowhere, are openings that let the mind focus, travel, imag-
ine, and wonder.

I have long considered Jewish rituals, especially the 
weekly ritual of Shabbat, to be like river stones in the flow 
of time. In my experience, Shabbat and other Jewish holi-
days are eddies in the river where family conversations spin, 
imaginative games show up, songs are sung, and stories 
come around at a leisurely pace. Sometimes we even float 
a bit in boredom, which, it turns out, can sail us off into an 
inventive mode of thought that we could never have entered 
in the busyness of the week.

It may indeed be that the progressive, innovative quality 
that Thomas Cahill attributes to Jewish thought is sourced 
in the cycles of Jewish time where focus, contemplation, and 
deep thinking are nurtured. I encourage Jewish educators to 
look to the spiral-linear structure of our tradition, to resist 
the temptation to “change it up” just for the sake of change. 
Instead, let’s notice how cycles, reiterations, and pedagogi-
cal “eddies” may be the sources we seek for focused, innova-
tive thinking.

1 Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, The Sabbath: Its Meaning for Modern Man (New York: 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2005), p. 8.

2 Thomas Cahill, The Gift of the Jews: How a Tribe of Desert Nomads Changed the Way 
Everyone Thinks and Feels (New York: Anchor Books, 1998).

Greg Beiles is head of School at The Toronto heschel School and director 
of The lola Stein institute.
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if you are distracted, unable to focus, or feeling stressed or 
out of control. Being able to focus is therefore essential for 
successful learning.

The Toronto Heschel School promotes the development 
of focused attention through the practice of “mindfulness.” 
Mindfulness, or mindful awareness, is the act of paying 
attention to the present moment—to our thoughts and feel-
ings, to other people, to the environment—in a considerate 
and non-judgmental way. In our hectic, multi-tasking, tech-
nology-laden lives, mindfulness offers techniques to calm 
down, to pause and take a breath, and to live consciously 
with intent and gratitude.

A growing body of research over the past few decades has 
found that mindfulness training has numerous psychological, 
emotional, and physical benefits, including increased atten-
tion, increased self-esteem, decreased anxiety and depres-
sion, decreased hyperactivity and impulsivity. Through 
MRI brain scans, researchers at the Massachusetts General 
Hospital and Harvard University have shown that long-term 
mindfulness training can help thicken the cortical regions 
related to attention and sensory processing, and may offset 
the thinning of those areas that typically comes with aging. 
Mindfulness is widely considered an effective treatment for 
both adults and children with aggression, ADHD, anxiety, 
and depression.

In 1979, Jon Kabat-Zinn, a professor of medicine at the 
University of Massachusetts, developed the Mindfulness-
Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) program at the UMass 
Medical Center, which uses specific exercises to help patients 
dealing with chronic pain, stress, and anxiety. Mindfulness 
training has proven so effective that over the past 37 years, 
nearly a thousand Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction pro-
grams have developed across North America and the world, 
and training in mindfulness has moved beyond the medical 
field to other areas, including education. Since 2005, 14 
studies of programs that train elementary and high school 
students in mindfulness practice have collectively demon-
strated a range of cognitive, social, and psychological ben-
efits, including improvements in working memory, atten-
tion, academic skills, social skills, emotional regulation, and 
self-esteem, as well as improvements in mood and decreases 
in anxiety, stress, and fatigue. In other words, there is good 
reason to promote mindfulness in the classroom.

But what does mindfulness have to do with Jewish edu-
cation? Although mindfulness practice is adapted from 
Buddhist meditation traditions, it is also very much con-
nected to thousands-of-years-old Jewish philosophy and 
practice. As Rabbi Jill Berkson Zimmerman, founder of the 
Jewish Mindfulness Network, puts it:

mindfulness means slowing down, paying attention, being 
grateful, taking pauses to appreciate where you are, who 
you are, and whom you are with.... interestingly, this is 
what Judaism, at its core, is all about: developing gratitude, 

appreciating and blessing the moment, and pausing and 
seeing God in each single soul.1

Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel was an expert on the 
Jewish tradition of living in the here and now, appreciating 
each moment and seeing the world with awe and wonder. In 
his book, The Sabbath: Its Meaning for Modern Man, Heschel 
wrote extensively about the sanctity of time in Judaism:

Judaism is a religion of time aiming at the sanctification of 
time...There are no two hours alike. every hour is unique and 
the only one given at the moment, exclusive and endlessly 
precious... Judaism teaches us to be attached to holiness 
in time, to be attached to sacred events, to learn how to 
consecrate sanctuaries that emerge from the magnificent 
stream of a year.2

In other words, Judaism teaches us to appreciate and to be 
grateful for every moment in time.

Named for and inspired by Rabbi Heschel, The Toronto 
Heschel School aims to help students develop the skills and 
the habits that will enable them to actively practise their 
Jewish values. According to Toronto Heschel Head of School, 
Greg Beiles, “When you are more mindful, you are more 
aware of the need to do Tikkun Olam (repair of the world); but 
you’re also more able to do it.” Through mindful practices, 
students at The Toronto Heschel School develop the tools to 
calm themselves, to focus, to appreciate the present moment, 
and to think about their thinking and feelings—tools that 
are vital not only for successful learning but also for living a 
happier, healthier, more fulfilling, and more meaningful life.

1 Rabbi Jill Zimmerman, “What Is Jewish Mindfulness?” Cultivating a Jewish Path 
with Heart website: http://www.ravjill.com/the-jewish-mindfulness-network/
what-is-jewish-mindfulness/

2 Abraham Joshua Heschel, The Sabbath: Its Meaning for Modern Man (New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 2005), p. 8.

A Mindful  
Jewish  

Education
BY lisA riChlEr

Think magazine’s Spotlight shines again, now as a regular Think column. look for lisa richler’s attentive insight into the who, how, and 
why behind the enriched program at her children’s school. what makes the learning so joyful, the collaboration so abundant? what 
inspires such enthusiasm to make a difference? why does this school work so well? lisa has carefully watched the goings on at Toronto 
heschel School as a parent for eight years and as a professional for three. Shalom, lisa!

one Wednesday morning in late February, a class of 
JK students at The Toronto Heschel School follow 
their teachers in complete silence through the hall-

way into their darkened classroom. I watch as with minimal 
teacher prompting, the children find their spots on a large 
circular carpet and lie down on their backs. One teacher, 
Morah Vivi Ramu, instructs the children in Hebrew to take 
deep “belly breaths.” A second teacher, Morah Kati Kovari, 
hands out small rubber figurines, which the students know to 
place on their bellies. Each child watches the figurine on his/
her tummy as it rises and falls with every deep breath in and 
out. The students remain completely silent as they then fol-
low a guided meditation to relax their bodies. After about five 
minutes, Morah Kati rings her round meditation bell, which 
makes a long sound that gradually fades into silence. When 
the students can no longer hear the bell, they quietly sit up.

Meanwhile, in a Grade 4 class, Morah Orly Borovitch uses 
her round meditation bell as a signal to her students to stop 
what they are doing and pay attention. Morah Orly shakes 
a mason jar full of water and blue sparkles and asks her 
students to take slow, deep breaths. “Watch as the sparkles 
slowly settle to the bottom of the jar,” she tells the children. 

“Pretend that the water in this jar is your mind, and these 

sparkles are your thoughts. Let’s take a few moments to quiet 
our minds and clear our thoughts, just like the sparkles are 
settling down and clearing from the water.”

On the same morning, students in the Junior High divide 
into various minyanim or groups for tefillah kavanah, which 
roughly translates as “mindful prayer.” Once a week each 
minyan focuses on a different modality of prayer through art, 
drama, music, or meditation. In the art minyan, for instance, 
students concentrate on a specific word from the Amidah (a 
central Jewish prayer), perhaps choosing justice, righteous-
ness, peace, or wisdom. For about half an hour, the students 
hold their specific word in their mind and use it to visual-
ize in free association. In the meditation minyan, students 
engage in a “Listening Shema.” Sitting with closed eyes, tak-
ing turns one after the other, and listening carefully for their 
cue, the students each recite a single word of the Shema until, 
word by word, the entire prayer is complete.

One might wonder what these activities have to do with 
learning. At The Toronto Heschel School, the ability to focus 
the mind is considered a fundamental academic skill. Just 
as literacy and numeracy skills improve with practise, so too 
do the abilities to concentrate, to calm down, and to control 
impulses. In fact, it is very difficult to learn a new concept 

literacy and numeracy skills 
improve with practise; so do 

abilities to concentrate, calm 
down, and control impulses.
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what is the toronto heschel learning Centre?

The Toronto Heschel Learning Centre is an exceptional 
and unique teacher-training model. It was established 
to attain, activate, and maintain several critical streams 

of excellence in the school. As a school leadership forum, it 
contemplates the school as a whole—curriculum, school 
culture, and operations.

The Learning Centre demonstrates the school’s philoso-
phy of excellence through continuous learning, reinforcing 
the twin fundamentals of this ethos: academic excellence 
and professional excellence. The model recognizes that 
school leaders bring different strengths to the mission and 
that structured collaboration between colleagues shares 
these talents throughout the organization and across leader-
ship ranks. Large corporations have department champions 
who ensure their teams are supported and advanced; small 
organizations mentor key individuals with personalized 
training to broaden horizons and hone skills; Jewish study 
groups enrich learners’ minds and delve into what makes us 
tick and who we are. The Toronto Heschel Learning Centre 
is all of this.

Each year The Learning Centre designates a cohort of 
teachers and department heads, each with expertise in a par-
ticular academic discipline, to participate as a team in the 
Centre. As a whole, the team collaborates weekly on teach-
ing method and technique. Team members clarify, innovate, 
codify, and consolidate the school curriculum on an ongo-
ing basis; their goal is to verify effective delivery of the cur-
riculum and school culture to the students and share best 
practices. Each team member also mentors other teachers 
in the school, meeting regularly to troubleshoot classroom 
teaching challenges and offer expertise on the academic dis-
cipline that is their specialty.

It is a visible cycle of appreciable betterment. Through 
their work with individual teachers and their systematic 
collaboration at team meetings, the mentors advance their 
own skills and observe leadership lessons across the team. 
This augments their contributions to the Learning Centre’s 
evolving roster of best practices, which, in turn, spreads the 
expertise across the teaching faculty, reaching ultimately to 
the children’s experience at school. The children provide 
their teachers with never-ending new challenges, so again the 
Learning Centre experts are called in and the cycle is renewed.

The Learning Centre team also represents the school 
at the Shalom Hartman Senior Educators Forum, which is 
held eight months of the year. Sponsored by The Lola Stein 
Institute, Learning Centre members study Jewish text with 
world-class scholars, deepening their Judaic learning and 
connecting with educational leaders from other day and 
congregational schools in the Toronto area.

Toronto Heschel Head of School Greg Beiles told me 
about the changes that he has seen in the school and among 
the staff since the Learning Centre was launched:

The approach has created many positive outcomes: new 
teachers see veteran teachers as having expertise. Teachers 
see themselves as having expertise… years ago, i used to 
hear conversations in the staff room where teachers would 
tell other teachers that something was challenging in their 
class but that they did not want to talk about it. This is not 
how things are now... i hope we continue to create a place 
where colleagues want to share ideas and challenges with 
each other. it is our collective responsibility to create the 
best possible learning environment for children.

This model of teachers learning and reflecting collabora-
tively with a common goal to improve our children’s learn-
ing, is fascinating. It may be one of the “best kept secrets” 
of the school. I feel that parents and the Toronto commu-
nity should know more about what goes on in the Learning 
Centre at Toronto Heschel. We want our children to become 
learners who strive for their best, ask questions thought-
fully, and think critically. It is comforting to know that their 
school nurtures this in its teachers.

I am reminded of Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel’s famous 
statement, “The teacher is the text the students never forget.” 
When we raise up our teachers and school leaders through 
professionalism and inspiration, we help our children 
become the learners we know they can be.

thought leadership in Action
BY dVorA GoodMAn

Think is delighted to introduce “The learning centre,” with its columnist, dvora Goodman. dvora will examine thought leadership at 
The Toronto heschel School along with the strategies that make for great learning. dvora is coordinator at The lola Stein institute 
and a four-year Toronto heschel parent. She is also an expert educational coach and consultant to professional leaders in Jewish day 
schools, supplementary schools, and summer camps in Toronto and across north america. Shalom, dvora!

what does Good teacher training look like?

Throughout my career as a Jewish educator, I have 
found myself drawn to programs that give educators 
ongoing opportunities to grow and learn. I found it 

first at Kesher, the Community Hebrew School after School 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and then at Genesis, the sum-
mer program for high school students at Brandeis University 
in Boston. Both invested tremendous time and energy in 
teacher training and curriculum development.

At Kesher, the children would arrive at 2:30 p.m., but 
teachers started three hours earlier at 11:30 a.m. It was 
highly unusual for an afternoon Hebrew school to provide 
so much time for teacher preparation. The direct result was 
highly creative and productive supplementary Jewish educa-
tion. At Genesis, each educator was paired with a mentor for 
individual advisory attention all summer long and practised 
reflective learning in weekly group meetings.

I spent 14 professional years at Brandeis, the last three as 
Director of Genesis. To coach and inspire faculty was core to 
our mission. We knew that the quality of our program hinged 
on our educators’ personal and professional growth; we also 
knew this would not occur by spontaneous combustion. 
There were two necessary conditions: (1) program leaders 
who prioritized professional learning; and (2) teachers who 
valued the effort required and welcomed mentorship.

The key to our celebrated success at Genesis lay in hir-
ing educators who brought both teaching experience and 
enthusiasm for professional growth. During our interview 
process, we described the teacher learning available and 
asked applicants what skills they might improve over the 
summer. Almost every candidate evinced excitement at the 
prospect of time on the job devoted to their own learning, 

but those who ultimately proved most successful were the 
ones who spoke honestly about their track record and had 
the confidence to tackle self-improvement.

My experience, as an educator and coach, convinces me 
that the strongest educational programs offer this level of 
professional enhancement to their teaching staff. Regrettably, 
not every school or program makes it a priority. Many do not 
afford educators the time to step back and review their prog-
ress, what they are achieving with their students, and how 
they are achieving it. It takes considerable leadership focus 
to initiate and build in the right administrative structure to 
get this done.

Organizational planning is essential. Even the most nat-
urally reflective educators get busy with the everyday chal-
lenges: children needing attention, parents needing dialogue, 
new projects, and so on. The key is to structure a routine that 
carves out time for teacher learning on a regular basis.

A mentoring routine extricates teachers from classroom 
duties to attend to the theoretical aspects of how they teach, 
how their students respond, and how they could improve. 
Periodic professional development days are not enough. 
While the full day removes teachers from class to meet new 
ideas, it cannot offer them meaningful exploration into how to 
apply the new ideas. Experience tells me that the most influ-
ence on enhancing educators’ skills comes through ongoing 
mentoring, combined with periodic focused learning.

When I brought my children to The Toronto Heschel 
School four years ago, part of the draw was the quality of its 
teaching staff and the overall thoughtful educational envi-
ronment. I did not know the kind of teacher support pro-
vided but the results looked good. I was thrilled to discover 
that the school was developing an innovative model of peer 
mentorship for its teachers called the Learning Centre.

the learning Centre gives meaning to the school’s  
philosophy of inspired teaching through continuous learning.

the toronto heschel learning Centre  
2015–2016 Member Portfolio

daniel Abramson environmental Sciences & art
ronit Amihude child Study & civilizations (Jr. high)
Greg Beiles Judaic Studies (elementary & Jr. high)
lesley Cohen literacy & civilizations (Jr. high)
Judith leitner integrated arts
shachar leven hebrew (elementary & Jr. high)
talya Metz integrated curriculum (early years)
Malka regan literacy, math, & integrated curriculum 

(elementary)
Edna sharet hebrew & integrated curriculum (Jr. high)
rachely tal hebrew & Judaics (early years & 

elementary)
Marissa Unruh math (elementary & Junior high)
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Good Books by Gail Baker
recommendaTionS For children and The people who love Them

BY GAil BAkEr

Gail Baker is a renowned teacher, principal, mother, and grandmother. Gail has spent her career teaching and reaching children in 
Toronto since 1977. She co-founded The Toronto heschel School in 1996 and retired as head of School in 2014. Think asked Gail 
to suggest books that look at the theme of focus. her fascinating selections broaden our view of what it means to focus and our 
appreciation of what paying attention can bring into view.

FoCUs: the hidden driver of Excellence by daniel Goleman 
(harperCollins, 2013)
The guru of emotional intelligence, daniel Goleman, offers more 
insight into personal achievement and well-being. he explains the 
social and neurological factors that underlie our capacity to focus 
and why it serves us well to learn mindful focus. Goleman presents 
focus, not as the narrowing of our sights on a particular target, but 
as a neural harmony where engagement, skill, and interest align.

Unfinished Business by Anne-Marie slaughter  
(random house Canada, 2015)
regardless of gender, “the person in a couple who stays home will 
be valued less than the person who goes to the office.” anne-marie 
Slaughter explores how our society chooses to “value competition 
and penalize care.” She shifts the focus from looking at this as a 
woman’s issue to looking at it as a societal problem. She lays out a 

“caring society,” where the workplace is family friendly for men and 
women and where raising children has become a national priority.

Beautiful hands by kathryn otoshi and Bret Baumgarten. 
illustrated by kathryn otoshi (Blue dot Press, 2015)
its simple evocative questions, makes Beautiful Hands a book for 
readers of all ages. it asks, “what will your beautiful hands do today?” 
Questions and answers suggest the concrete yet remain open to 
the abstract. The stunning illustrations guide attention back to the 
many-layered messages. Both adult and child will enjoy moments 
that extend our thinking and remind us to notice our potential.

sidewalk Flowers by Jon Arno lawson.  
illustrated by sydney smith (Groundwood Books, 2015)
in this wordless yet charming book, illustrations tell the story. 
lawson and Smith demonstrate how attention and empathy won-
drously enrich the experience of living. For example, simply paying 
attention to a flower adds colour to the city. Sidewalk Flowers doesn’t 
blame the distracted dad for missing everything, although he misses 
a lot. The message is more that his daughter notices the beauty of 
the every day, and through her sense for the aesthetic and her com-
passion for others, the world lights up around her.

2
Good Books  

For PEoPlE who 

loVE ChildrEn

in Putting God second, rabbi dr. donniel 
hartman tackles one of modern life’s most 
urgent and vexing questions: why are the great 
monotheistic faiths—Judaism, Christianity, 
and islam—chronically unable to fulfill their 
own self-professed goal of creating individuals 
infused with moral sensitivity and societies 
governed by the highest ethical standards?

Book available at:  
Beacon Press - beacon.org 
Amazon - amazon.com

Putting God second
how To Save reliGion From iTSelF

2
Good Books  

For ChildrEn
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Focus
to pay attention  

is to hear, see, feel,  
and wonder.
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creature is created with its own characteristics). Connecting 
the curriculum to the flow of the Jewish calendar, the stu-
dents also begin their year studying the story of Genesis and, 
with their teacher, craft their very own Hebrew theme song 
about the seven days of creation. They study the biblical text 
and help to choose the melody, words, and hand motions for 
their song. Later, for their parents and entirely in biblical 
Hebrew, they perform their dramatic eight-minute piece of 
beautiful music.

Last year, after the lyrics describing each day of creation, 
the chorus was sung, “Vayehi erev vayehi boker, yom rishon/
sheni...” (And there was evening, and there was morning, the 
first/second day…). To all of us listening, it was clear that 
each second-grade child knew and understood the biblical 
narrative inside out. There were changes in tune, speed, and 
tone for each day, depending on what was created. There 
were accompanying hand motions to dramatize the events. 
And there was enthusiasm for everything.

By yom shishi (day six) and the creation of animals and 
humans, the tempo had picked up to a good clip, showing 
much excitement for the arrival of humans and all sorts of 
animals. Because the children had worked on and created 
the song themselves, it was their own. Because they owned 
the song, they owned the story it told, and this proprietary 
feeling delivered to them the many new Hebrew words that 
told the story. It was clear that the entire Grade 2 class was 
completely engaged in the experience of relating the pro-
cess, the details, and the drama of the Torah narrative. It 
wasn’t so much a performance as a real communication.

There is considerable research in the field of education 
as to why music deepens learning. Laurence O’Donnell has 
reflected on the Mozart effect theories of 25 years ago and 
wrote “Music and the Brain” in 1999, explaining how music 
affects memory because it activates the left and right sides 

of the brain simultaneously, thereby increasing the brain’s 
capacity to acquire and retain information.2

In Music and Learning: Seven Ways to Use Music in the 
Classroom, Chris Brewer3 writes that music provides three 
important levels of learning by

• activating students mentally, physically, and emotionally 
and creating learning states that enhance understanding 
of learning material.

• stabilizing mental, physical, and emotional rhythms to 
attain a state of deep concentration and focus in which 
large amounts of content information can be processed 
and learned.

• improving memory of content facts and details through 
rhyme, rhythm, and melody.

Ludwig van Beethoven is known to have said, “Music is the 
electrical soil in which the spirit lives, thinks, and invents.” 
Toronto Heschel uses music throughout the grades as one 
of many techniques to ensure the children are learning from 
what they are understanding. Just as we remember the songs 
of our childhood, teens, and twenties, these students will 
speak the words and remember the ideas in the music they 
composed and sang at school.

1 E. Garbonton and N. Segalowitz, “Creative Automization: Principles for Promoting 
Fluency within a Communicative Framework,” TESOL Quarterly, Vol. 22, No. 3 
(September 1988), pp. 473–492.

2 Laurence O’Donnell, “Music and the Brain” (1999), available at http://www.cerebro-
mente.org.br/n15/mente/musica.html

3 Chris Brewer, Music and Learning: Seven Ways to Use Music in the Classroom (Saint Paul, 
MN: Zephyr Press, 1995).

rachely tal is a Grade one hebrew teacher at The Toronto heschel School.
Michelle shulman is the vice-chair of The lola Stein institute and a Toronto 
heschel School parent.

learning by soundtrack
Theme SonGS wiTh BiG ideaS

BY MiChEllE shUlMAn And rAChElY tAl

music creates a soundtrack for our lives. We sing the 
alphabet in the tune that we learned when we were 
young. Warm summer breezes and old friends come 

to mind when we hear hit songs from our teens. A melodic 
tefillah (prayer) awakens the feeling of awe and of standing 
with our grandparents in shul years ago. We remember the 
lyrics of the evocative ballads of yesteryear: glimpses into 
love, sorrow, heartache, crazy rebellion, and happy home-
coming. We sing them still today.

In contrast, while we remember our favourite books, most 
probably we can’t recite even the very best paragraph that 
we read last week. Perhaps the songs of our past stay bur-
ied deep in our hearts and memories because they were 
multi-sensory experiences; we listened, sang, felt, walked, 
and danced them. Music is such a powerful force. It is fasci-
nating to see how it helps children learn.

The Toronto Heschel School uses song as a similar kind 
of experiential learning. The school sets overarching themes, 
called “big ideas,” to coordinate students’ lessons across 
the academic disciplines and then uses songs to engage, 
enthuse, and teach younger students how to understand 
these important themes. When kept front and centre, con-
cepts that are both significant and multi-faceted can deepen 
a child’s overall learning, whether studying math, science, 
language arts, Torah, visual arts, or Hebrew. For example, in 
younger grades, one Toronto Heschel big idea is that “we 
tell stories to teach values,” while in higher grades, big ideas 
include “form conveys meaning” and “to create a complete 
society we cannot exclude the voices of others.”

In the younger grades, songs that reflect the themes of 
the “big idea” unify the program at transition points during 
the day. As the class moves through its daily routine, the 
little children sing their theme song repeatedly and come 
to recognize that the song reflects what they are learning 

in their various lessons—perhaps environmental studies 
or social studies. For example, the Grade 1 teacher creates 
and teaches an original Hebrew song for each big idea 
all year long. She keeps to familiar melodies so that the 
children can learn the song easily. Lyrics include multiple 
verses, each followed by a chorus reiterating the “big idea.” 
It’s not a complicated process, but it’s a very complex edu-
cational plan.

The intellectual and experiential connections the chil-
dren make between their course studies and their class 
theme (the big idea) open their minds to extended impli-
cations and relationships in the material they are studying. 
In the song set out on the next page, we see how the days 
of creation frame ecological relationships even as the focus 
of the song is the narrative of Genesis. Relationships later 
learned in math and science classes are introduced as they 
sing that the sun, moon, and stars make the days and the 
months; the holiness of Shabbat is created by the human 
combination of challah, wine, and candles, and the children 
learn that, like God, we too, are creators. They sing these 
ideas all day long and the thought processes jell.

The song’s Hebrew lyrics are second-language vocabu-
lary that the children can use to express their thoughts. The 
words become familiar, their meanings are understood, and 
their usage becomes natural. It is enrichment in action. The 
simple fun songs provide an axis for deep contextual mean-
ing while simultaneously facilitating fluency in Hebrew. In 
the terminology of cognitive science, the songs promote 
automacity, “a component of language fluency which involves 
both knowing what to say and producing language rapidly 
without pauses.”1

Grade 2 raises the theme song to a new level. In the first 
half of the school year, the second grade’s big idea is to 
appreciate diversity in the world: “Kol chaya leminah” (Every 

A Big idea in Grade 1
ּבְרִיָאה וְעֹוד ּבְרִיָאה יֹוצְרֹות ּבְרִיָאה חֲדָׁשָה ּ Creations Join together to Create something new

creations together make new creations; 
light and dark give us day
creations together make new creations; 
water, sky, and the expanse become clouds, rain, and snow
creations together make new creations; 
plants, seeds, and trees produce fruit and vegetables
creations together make new creations; 
The sun, moon, and stars make days, months, and years
one creation then another;
lakes and rivers provide place for fish, creatures, and birds
one creation then another;
plants, seeds, and trees grow food for people and animals
one creation then another;
challah, wine, and candles provide all we need for the sacred Sabbath

Because they owned the song, they owned the story it told.

 

 

 
	ְּבִריָאה ְועֹוד ְּבִריָאה יֹוְצרֹות ְּבִריָאה ֲחָדָׁשה  

	  
 
	  

ֲחָדָׁשה, ְּבִריָאה יֹוְצרֹות ְּבִריָאה ְועֹוד ְּבִריָאה 	  
יֹום. ָלנּו יֹוְצִרים ְוחֹוֵׂשְך אֹור  

ֲחָדָׁשה, ְּבִריָאה יֹוְצרֹות ְּבִריָאה ְועֹוד ְּבִריָאה  
ּוְׁשָלגִים. ְּגָׁשִמים ֲענָנִים, יֹוְצִרים ְוָרִקיעַ  ָׁשַמיִם ַמיִם,  
ֲחָדָׁשה, ְּבִריָאה יֹוְצרֹות ְּבִריָאה ְועֹוד ְּבִריָאה  
ִויָרקֹות. ֵּפרֹות יֹוְצִרים ְוֵעִצים זְָרִעים ֵעֶׂשב, ֶּדֶׁשא,  
ֲחָדָׁשה, ְּבִריָאה יֹוְצרֹות ְּבִריָאה ְועֹוד ְּבִריָאה  
ְוָׁשנִים. ֳחָדִׁשים םיִָמי יֹוְצִרים ְוּכֹוָכִבים יֵָרחַ  ֶׁשֶמׁש,  
ּונְָהרֹות, יִָמים ֲאגִַּמים ְּבִריָאה, ְועֹוד ְּבִריָאה  
ְוְלעֹופֹות. ַלְּׁשָרִצים ַלָּדגִים, ָמקֹום יֹוְצִרים  
ְוֵעִצים, ֵעֶׂשב ֶּדֶׁשא, ְּבִריָאה, ְועֹוד ְּבִריָאה  
ְוַלַחּיֹות. ָלָאָדם ַמֲאָכל יֹוְצִרים  
ְונֵרֹות, יַיִן ַחָּלה, ְּבִריָאה, ְועֹוד ְּבִריָאה  
ַהְּקדֹוָׁשה. ַׁשָּבת ִּבְׁשִביל ַהּכֹל יֹוְצִרים  
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our goal should be to live life in radical amazement…get up in the morning and 
look at the world in a way that takes nothing for granted. Everything is phenomenal; 

everything is incredible; never treat life casually. to be spiritual is to be amazed.
—Abraham Joshua heschel

where all grades plant garden beds and, over the year, see 
and taste the fruits of their labours. The garden is a place for 
exploration and, of course, amazement. So naturally, my unit 
on awe and wonder begins in the garden.

My students probe through the garden searching for 
“wow” moments. They shout out a loud “wow” when they spot 
something amazing. To help them discover awe-inspiring 
artifacts in nature, I teach the children to be human cameras.

It takes two people to snap a picture with a human cam-
era. One student, the camera, closes her eyes while the other 
student, the photographer, leads the “camera” to a point of 
interest. Human camera pictures are taken on a micro set-
ting, so the photographer needs to take the “camera’s lens,” 
her friend’s eyes, as close to the object as is possible. When 
the photographer says “snap,” signalling the photo has been 
taken, the “camera” opens her eyes to focus in awe on the 
amazing piece of nature.

When we return to our classroom we sketch our “wow” 
moments and our photographs taken with the human cam-
eras. We are also studying poetry and we learn that beau-
tiful language helps us describe what we see in the world; 
we discover that poetry comes through the unique set of a 
poet’s eyes. One student, wowed by the branch of a perfect 
climbing tree growing through the fence into our garden, 
described what he saw as an “outstretched arm lifting me up.”

By the second month of school the students are con-
stantly sharing their “wow” moments with me. They have 

come to understand that Torah teaches us to see what is 
good in creation. Towards Yom Kippur we visit the Shoresh 
Kavannah Garden to perform Tashlich by the river bank and 
experience the sights and sounds of a small running river. 
The children also investigate the garden and learn blessings 
for encounters with nature.

The science component of this unit of awe and wonder 
sees the students exploring the Earth’s great water cycle, 
the interconnectedness of bodies of water, and the power of 
air. By the end of the unit not only can my students explain 
the scientific terms and properties of water and air but they 
also show a real appreciation for nature and that which they 
encounter daily. Fresh water becomes a precious commod-
ity, the stillness of air becomes something noticed, and the 
power of wind, which amazes us as we run outside capturing 
it in large garbage bags, becomes a means to create electric-
ity—this is learning that gets a big Grade 2 WOW!

At Toronto Heschel, Grade 2 students develop many 
important skills. For me, it is their ability to focus on the 
beauty of the natural world and their learning how to see the 
miracles in the every day. I hope they carry these with them 
over their lifetime.

Andrea schaffer is an alumna of the delet program for Jewish educators 
at Brandeis university and its masters of Teaching program. She taught in 
Boston at the Jewish community day School, lived in israel, and is “thrilled” 
to be at The Toronto heschel School.

the Big Grade 2 wow
radical amazemenT every day

BY AndrEA sChAFFEr

rabbi Heschel reminds us that when God created the 
world, God looked at each day’s work with appreciation, “And 
God saw that it was good” (Genesis 1:10) “אריו םיהולא יכ בוט.”

In the Grade 2 community at The Toronto Heschel School, 
we learn to appreciate the good in all creation, to notice the 
miracles in everyday life, and see the world through eyes of 
awe and wonder. When we educators think carefully about 
this teaching, we see it is a lesson that we must consciously 
and intentionally teach our students. Why? Why is it import-
ant to see the world with appreciation, through eyes of awe 
and wonder?

In short, to be amazed is to notice and appreciate. With 
appreciation comes the desire to be considerate and respon-
sible. Our young ones will more likely become socially con-
scious and responsible adults if they understand the cause 
and effect of their actions and if they notice and appreciate 
their natural surroundings.

The school year in Grade 2 begins with all this in mind. 
Summer comes to an end; fall paints our landscape with 
shades of red; and Rosh Hashanah celebrates the creation 
of the world. Effortlessly we have the perfect opportunity for 
a unit on awe and wonder. The new crop of children enter 
a new classroom in a different part of the school; they are 
already awed to be learning with the “big kids.” They start 
the year with great curiosity and wonder, eager to get learn-
ing and implement the skills they developed the year before.

This stage of child development is the perfect time to 
open children’s eyes to the miracles of the world. The only 
words hanging on the classroom walls set out the year’s first 
generative topic: God teaches us to see the world through 
eyes of awe and wonder. It is a singular message that the 
fresh students read as they enter. The English words are 
followed by the Torah text in Hebrew—Vayera Adonai ki tov 
(transliterated)—“And God saw that it was good.”

What I love most about starting the year this way is that 
it allows me to build on the children’s natural abilities and 
innate strengths. Adults often go through their days not 
noticing the miracles around them, overlooking the beauty 
of the flowers and missing the shapes of the clouds floating 
above. Children notice, and when they are encouraged to 
notice, they pay even more attention.

A child walking through a garden will stop to take a 
moment to stare at the giant sunflower growing taller and 
taller as a sight to behold. It might be because he has never 
seen such a flower before or because the flower is extra large 
compared to his short stature. But also, a child may stop sim-
ply because she can focus on what is truly amazing about 
something right in front of her very eyes. Whatever the rea-
son, children are more eager, more capable, and more will-
ing than adults to look at the world and notice the miracles 
within it.

Children can look at the beauty in nature and just say, 
“Wow,” when the “wow” is truly appropriate. This innate abil-
ity is something on which I build. My challenge, though, is 
how to teach the children to treasure this essential child-
hood capacity and how to orientate them to hold onto it as 
they grow up. As a teacher I find “how” to be the greatest 
question. It is easy to tell the students to focus on the beauty 
of the world, but how do we bring them to do it habitually? 
How do we teach them why it matters?

We learn best by doing. With this in mind and this early 
in the year, I engage my students in authentic experiences 
in beautiful natural settings and open their eyes to awe and 
wonder.

At The Toronto Heschel School we are blessed with a 
beautiful natural space outside the school. We have an enor-
mous playing field with a tall strong willow tree as a cen-
trepiece. At the back of the field lies our Heschel Garden we learn to appreciate the good in all creation.
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i cherish the technique of personification for its ability to help my students 
recognize or imagine the humanity in everything that they encounter.
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whatever it sees, “unmisted by love or dislike.” The mirror 
declares its virtue, stating, “I am not cruel, only truthful.”

When the woman enters the poem in the second stanza, 
Plath deepens her portrait of the mirror, transforming it into 
a metaphorical lake over which the woman bends, “search-
ing [its] reaches for who she really is.” The woman’s plead-
ing gaze, desperately seeking affection and validation, is 
reflected honestly, and the mirror is “rewarded [only] with 
tears and an agitation of hands.”

When my students break down the poem and delve into 
Plath’s brilliantly evocative words, they discover an entirely 
new perspective through the mirror’s experience of the world. 
The mirror is much more than a piece of reflective glass. 
Travelling through the verses it becomes a helpless truth-
teller, a scorned companion, and a naive vessel reluctantly 
transporting its human cargo through time. With our focus 
on the mirror’s experience rather than on the woman’s, we 
readers are challenged to feel what it might be like to have 
no agency, to be incapable, like the mirror, of altering our 
interactions with the people we encounter every day.

When exploring personification through texts like 
“Mirror,” my students learn to animate their descriptions of 
their own experiences of the world in unexpected ways. As 
they attend to sharing and understanding the feelings of 
the mirror—or a caged bird singing songs of freedom, or a 
mushroom pushing its way through cracks in the sidewalk—
they sense what it feels like to live with greater empathy.

Such model texts have inspired my students to write lines 
of poetry that are truly beautiful: a tree “whispering secrets 
to the wind”; a pencil “blowing its black breath on a smooth 
canvas”; a trampoline that feels constrained as “metal snakes 
wrap around [its] tense body.” Evoking the experience of 
moss growing on a tree, one student wrote,

i spread beautifully,
coating my companion like a jacket
my curly hairs grow in and out of his rough, textured body
he is a part of me,
and now,
i am a part of him.

As our unit progresses, my students learn that even 
abstract ideas can be personified and they consider the 
potency of phrases such as “opportunity knocks” and “time 
waits for no one.” Personifying ideas and abstract thoughts 
lets them see that it works, not only as a way to heighten sen-
sitivities to people and things but also as a very useful vehi-
cle for personal reflection. For example, because the poetry 
unit takes place in early fall, I employ the technique of per-
sonification to explore the Jewish experience on Yom Kippur.

I ask my Grade 6 students to contemplate a vow that 
they might make on Yom Kippur as an animate being, pass-
ing through the same stages of life as a person would. First, 
the vow is born of conscious intention, and it then must be 

enacted or activated. Like people, however, vows are fallible; 
they can stumble in their pursuit of fulfillment. My students 
reflect on how their own vows are born and enacted; how 
they stumble and, ultimately, get back up. Our Yom Kippur 
studies are enriched when we tie this reflection into our 
considerations of the more traditional notions of what it 
means to do Teshuvah (repentence).

Engaging in this kind of writing brings my young students 
to look inward in ways that capture their personal struggles 
and concerns. Last year, for his Yom Kippur preparation, one 
student personified his commitment to be more responsible 
and to place his “needs” ahead of his “desires.” About the 
vow’s stumbling stage, he wrote:

i block out the sound
of responsibility calling
Time has betrayed me
a misleading illusion
The shadow consuming
my vow—
ripped between two choices
The needs must be first
i have betrayed myself.

By the time my students bid farewell to their poetry unit 
in November, they notice personification everywhere—in 
advertisements on TV, in books they read, and in movies 
they watch. Most importantly, though, they appreciate how 
personification leverages their ability to perceive things on 
deeper levels and to use their imaginations empathetically. 
Now, when they cover the challah or kiss a fallen siddur, they 
understand that it is not an empty custom but a gentle invo-
cation of humanity in our traditions.

Emotions and relationships animate our world and keep 
it alive. Because empathy lies at the heart of relationships, 
I cherish the technique of personification for its ability 
to help my students recognize or imagine the humanity 
in everything that they encounter. This recognition will 
enhance their thinking, their connections with peers and 
loved ones, and also nurture deeper bonds to the rich tradi-
tions in which they participate.

1 Sylvia Plath, The Collected Poems, edited by Ted Hughes (New York: Buccaneer Books, 
1981), p. 173.

lesley Cohen received her teaching degree at oiSe (uofT) and also holds a 
B.a. in psychology and an m.a. in religion and cultural Studies. She teaches 
Grade 6 and Junior high music at The Toronto heschel School.

Covering the Challah’s Eyes
empaThy and perSoniFicaTion

BY lEslEY CohEn

on Friday nights, Jews around the world cover their 
challot as they first bless the wine, lest the challah 
becomes jealous of its companion. In shul, we kiss 

a Torah or a fallen siddur, treating these holy objects like 
beloved children.

It is easy to take such actions for granted and view them 
as rote traditions, developed over centuries and re-enacted 
mechanically. However, if we probe deeper, these sentimen-
tal phenomena pose larger questions: Why does our tradi-
tion encourage us to see objects such as challot or siddurim 
as having hearts, souls, or intellects? Why should we develop 
sensitivity to the imagined feelings of things that are not 
living? What purpose does personification achieve?

Every grade at The Toronto Heschel School begins its lan-
guage arts curriculum in September with a poetry unit. This 
way, students begin their studies attending to expression, 
creative thought, and emotion, rather than worrying imme-
diately about where to place a period or a comma. In Grade 
6, we meet our poetry through the technique of personi-
fication—the act of giving human attributes to inanimate 
objects and abstract ideas. The students seem to under-
stand the idea of personification intuitively. They recognize 
it all around them, fondly remembering the dish that ran 
away with the spoon and, of course, how they sang along to 
Lumiere’s musings and Nemo’s adventures.

While these childhood examples hook the students into 

the core concept of personification whimsically, the true 
power of this rhetorical device is more profound than what 
nursery rhymes or Disney suggest. When we personify an 
object, we are invoking the power of our imaginations to 
transform something inert into a living, breathing being, 
one whose experiences of the world mirror our own. Once 
inanimate objects are imbued with human attributes, we 
find that we attune to them differently, most likely because 
we are able to empathize with them on the level of human 
experience. Our attention refocuses in new ways and our 
sensitivity to their predicament or nature heightens.

When we give life and dimension to objects that we 
encounter, we seem to find our own humanity reflected 
within them. Personification is thus nothing less than a 
strategy to develop a profound sense of empathy. A child 
who can begin to identify with the experience of a locker 
that has been damaged can become more attuned to the 
pain of a peer who has been injured; one who empathizes 
with a lonely soccer ball on a field is more likely to notice a 
lonely friend.

At Toronto Heschel we ground our learning in an appreci-
ation of model texts, and to begin our poetry unit, my Grade 
6 class studies the poem “Mirror” by Sylvia Plath.1 The poem 
encapsulates the relationship between a woman and her mir-
ror across many years. At first, the mirror introduces itself 
as having “no preconceptions,” “swallow[ing] immediately” 

when we personify an object, we are 
invoking the power of our imaginations.
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in what we thought was mundane. I teach science in such 
a way that my students awaken to everyday amazement. For 
example, when we study astronomy, we observe and record 
the movements of the moon and the changing angle and 
length of shadows from hour to hour over a span of two 
weeks. These observations reveal to students how our civili-
zation’s great thinkers first built theories about days, months, 
changing seasons, and the movements of the planets before 
telescopes were invented.

Methodical scientific inquiry transforms my students’ 
passive seeing into active looking. It fosters clear focus, not 
only on the physical world but also on the path of soulful 
inquiry that Heschel contemplates. We stare into the mystery.

Moses’ encounter with the burning bush models that the 
prerequisite conditions for recognizing wonder in the world 
are curiosity, inquiry, and true observation. While the proce-
dure Moses follows does not parallel the steps of the scien-
tific method exactly, the core elements of scientific thinking 
are present in the story. In Exodus 3:2, the Torah says,

now moses was keeping the flock of Jethro his father-in-law, 
the priest of midian; and he led the flock to the farthest end 
of the wilderness, and came to the mountain of God, unto 
horeb.

and the angel of the lord appeared unto him in a flame 
of fire out of the midst of a bush; and he looked, and, behold, 
the bush burned with fire, and the bush was not consumed.

and moses said: “i will turn aside now, and see this great 
sight, why the bush is not burnt.”

and when the lord saw that he turned aside to see, 
God called unto him out of the midst of the bush, and said: 

“moses, moses.” and he said: “here am i.”
and he said: “draw not nigh hither; put off thy shoes 

from off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest is 
holy ground.”

We see Moses tending his flock and noticing an angel in 
the midst of a fire; the apparition signals that something 
worth his attention is happening. Moses doesn’t happen to 
see a bush, the text reads that he “looked and beheld.” The 
actions are active and exemplify the curiosity, openness, and 
observation that are crucial to scientific inquiry.

Next, Moses turns and articulates the question of his 
investigation: “Why is this bush not consumed by the fire?” 
With this question, revelation transpires and God speaks. 
The miracle happens when Moses breaks free from the lat-
ticework of his knowledge and inquires curiously into some-
thing right in front of him. Miraculous potential had existed 

all along, but the miracle emerges and merges with the sanc-
tity of learning, of experiencing the “Eureka!” moment.

We are not accustomed to considering our biblical 
ancestors as scientists. It took another 3,000 years for the 
Scientific Revolution to validate a rational approach to the 
mysteries of the natural world. However, Judaic text has 
always recommended rational clear thinking; like Moses, we 
must notice, ask, and think. If we look, we learn. Actively and 
intentionally, we must seek the signs and signals of mirac-
ulous moments (Wow! Look at that!) and the revelatory 
moments of understanding (Eureka! I get it!).

The word “mindfulness” describes looking inwards with 
intention, yet I struggled to find a word for the act of look-
ing outwards intentionally, what scientists do and Heschel 
recommends. At last I came upon “extrospection,” an 
uncommon, but perfect, word for how we teach science at 
The Toronto Heschel School. From JK to Grade 8, Toronto 
Heschel students use the scientific method to turn their 
focus outwards to notice what is around them. Through this 
inquiry, they discover the world and the wonder.

In 1928, the French poet and playwright Edmond Fleg 
published an essay describing his personal journey away 
from and then back to Judaism. He concluded with 12 state-
ments that each start with, “I am a Jew because…” My favou-
rite is: “I am a Jew because the faith of Israel demands no 
abdication of my mind.” As a Jewish science teacher, I love 
that both Jewish foundational narratives and our conven-
tional wisdom teach us to seek out wonder in the world and 
to examine it attentively and rationally.

Miracles and rationality are not mutually exclusive. As 
Albert Einstein, one of the most celebrated rational minds 
of our time, once said, “There are two ways to live your life. 
One is as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as though 
everything is a miracle.”2

Through scientific habits of mind, my students uncover 
their eyes and look around with curiosity and openness. 
Science is not just how to know the world, it’s how to look at 
it. It’s how to see wonder. So tonight, don’t ask your children 
what they learned today. Instead, ask them what miraculous 
thing they stopped and looked at today.

1 Abraham Joshua Heschel, Man Is Not Alone: A Philosophy of Religion (New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 1976), p. 12.

2 Cited in David T. Dellinger, From Yale to Jail: The Life Story of a Moral Dissenter (Eugene, 
OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 1993), p. 418.

daniel Abramson is an artist, photographer, and teacher. at The Toronto 
heschel School his classes include Junior high science and art.

Think back to a time when you were truly amazed by 
something. How did it feel to stand in awe, face to face 
with something so full of wonder that it stopped you 

in your tracks? When did you last feel a miracle? Was it this 
morning? Is it possible that it was, but you failed to notice? 
It’s hard to imagine that we just walk past miracles, but we 
do it every day! Miracles demand more than “Look and see.” 
Miracles demand, “Look and notice!”

Rabbi Yisroel ben Eliezer, who was also known as the Baal 
Shem Tov, had a lot to say about miracles and wonder. He 
lived in the Ukraine in the 1700s and was the founder of 
Hasidic Judaism. It is said that the Baal Shem Tov taught, 

“The world is full of wonders and miracles, but people take 
their little hands and cover their eyes and see nothing.”

Similarly, Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel wrote about 
miracles and wonder. He lived in Poland and America in the 
1900s and also engaged with Jewish mysticism, as well as 
ethics. Heschel connects the ability to see with the capacity 
to recognize wonder in the world:

 wonder goes beyond knowledge... wonder is a state 
of mind in which we do not look at reality through the 
latticework of our memorized knowledge, in which nothing 
is taken for granted. Spiritually, we cannot live by merely 
reiterating borrowed or inherited knowledge. inquire of your 
soul what does it know, what does it take for granted. it will 
tell you only nothing is taken for granted; each thing is a 
surprise; being is unbelievable.1

Some might question what role would be played by mys-
teries of the soul and spirit in the pursuit of worldly knowl-
edge. A better investigation is to ask how worldly knowledge 
features in mysteries of the soul and spirit. How might we 
achieve a state of mind where we can ask our soul what it 
knows? Can our soul teach us to take nothing for granted? 
How do we become surprised again?

The “little hands” that the Baal Shem Tov sees covering 
our eyes and Heschel’s “latticework of our memorized knowl-
edge” teach the same lesson; when we rely too heavily on 
what we know, we stop noticing what we don’t. The impedi-
ment to wonder is not the vast body of worldly learning but 
how we apply our knowledge. If we ask ourselves, “How do we 
take our ‘little hands’ away from our eyes?” The answer is one 
short word…science.

Through science we see our world accurately, our view 
unobscured by the latticework of memorized knowledge. The 
scientific method proceeds step by step. Nothing is taken 
for granted and science reveals many surprising elements 

i teach science so that my students awaken to everyday amazement.

science and  
the Miracle  

of discovery
BY dAniEl ABrAMson
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educational enrichment through afterschool activities, but 
to what end? Already feeling depleted as the day wanes, 
parents embrace the compulsion to take children from a 
long learning day to extra-curricular activities. They then 
rush them through dinner straight into power struggles 
over homework, showering, and sleeping. Whether working, 
staying at home, or doing a bit of both, typically parents are 
stressed out by to-do lists and days that never seem to end.

In my private practice, I hear parents who are displeased 
with themselves for yelling, and who are significantly over-
wrought at home from simply trying to meet the day’s expec-
tations. No one admits exasperation. At the same time, I 
hear parents describe their children struggling with sleep-
ing, eating, and doing homework. As aptly pointed out by 
Cathy Gulli in the January Maclean’s article, “The Collapse of 
Parenting,” parents have come into the habit of negotiating 
with their children, offering rewards and incentives just to 
get through the day.2 Our new family culture engenders a 
negative cycle of interaction; parents and children all feel 
unheard, unappreciated, and devalued.

We have to pause. We have to reflect on what is driving 
this need to fit in and meet expectations. Why do we nur-
ture unrealistic assumptions regarding our own capacities, 
unbridled zeal for our children’s capabilities, and commit-
ment to a chaotic family lifestyle? Are we losing the message?

I suggest it’s time to take a panoramic view of how we 
design our lives and spend our days. It’s time to be mindful 
and honest about whether what we are doing is benefiting 
our children or taxing them. It’s time to look at the whole.

Let’s add white. Let’s redesign childhood and see what 
white space can do for us. It may reveal whether we have bal-
ance in the layout of our lives. It will entail overcoming horror 
vacui—that fear of empty space—as we learn to appreciate 
white space, not as devoid of substance but as full of new 
interactions and restorative togetherness.

The content of white space may appear empty, especially 
if not viewed in context with colourful people and activi-
ties around it. In truth, white space—call it “down time”—
embodies a direct communication to our children that yes, 
achievement is important, but not at the expense of develop-
ing the self. It is not the absence of activities, smartphones, 

and technology that I am advocating; it’s the presence of 
mind to model ourselves as we relate to others, as we prac-
tise self-reflection.

Creating white space carves a place in the day where we 
are neither teaching, competing, instructing, nor pressur-
ing ourselves or our children; where we are not pursuing the 
latest parenting fashion or activity fad. Instead, we are just 
living our lives, closing our day, and enjoying the weekend. 
White space is a commitment to being available, thoughtful, 
and restful in our children’s presence.

Our children will likely fight at first and the house may 
get messy, but in that space we model that we are not per-
fect and that relationships have ups and downs. Our chil-
dren can reveal who they are, not who we wish them to be or 
whom they believe we need them to be. In fact, white space 
will ultimately support their activities and explorations; it 
will help the whole family de-stress and be together.

“White space” is critical to a child’s development as a 
whole person, instead of a collection of really well-honed 
fragments of a person. Children need this cohesion, this 
Gestalt. We have to talk it up and heighten the appreciation 
for white space across our communities and on our websites. 
We can wear earplugs and ignore the noise around us that 
clamours for activities and schedules.

Spending open, unscheduled, and uncommitted time 
together, we shift the family focus to socialization, and we 
develop the children’s sense of self. It grounds them and it 
grounds us, as we jointly create and treasure our white space.

1 See Barbara Marcantonio, “Design Principles—Gestalt, White Space 
and Perception,” Manifesto Blog (February 6, 2015), manifesto.co.uk/
design-principles-gestalt-white-space-perception

2 Cathy Gulli, “The Collapse of Parenting,” Maclean’s, January 18, 2016, p. 43.

dr. Jasmine Eliav is a registered child clinical psychologist. She has her own 
private practice, is a staff psychologist at the hospital for Sick children, a 
clinical consultant to BooST child abuse prevention and intervention, and 
a member of The Toronto heschel School Board of directors. dr. eliav com-
pleted her graduate degrees and postdoctoral fellowship at the university 
of Toronto and her research at Sick kids in the area of child maltreatment.

in the visual arts, the term “white space” describes 
the unpainted areas of a painting or undesigned parts 
of a graphic layout. White space refers to the blank areas 
between the figures or shapes depicted. Experts say that bal-
ancing the defined (positive) shapes with the open (nega-
tive) spaces is critical to successful design.

Jan Tschichold, the famous typographer of the 1930s, 
regarded white space “as an active element not a passive 
background.” The value of white space in art is well docu-
mented. It enhances viewer attention, improves comprehen-
sion and legibility, and balances layout.1

Nonetheless, sometimes the equilibrium is off. Billboards 
and posters sometimes cram in as much information as pos-
sible, minimizing white space and overwhelming the viewer. 
Also, the propensity that many artists have to load up open 
spaces is so common that it has its own label in design ter-
minology: horror vacui. Derived from the Greek, this term ref-
erences a fear of emptiness and describes the artists’ moti-
vation to fill empty space.

Gestalt psychology looks at the “meaningful whole” and 
includes a concept similar to white space. Its premise is that 
the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Moreover, see-
ing the whole helps us make sense and create order from the 
chaos that may be present in the many parts.

This past decade saw parents pulled and pushed into 
designing their children’s lives to maximize optimal potential. 
It has placed a lot of pressure on well-intentioned Moms and 
Dads. Parents constantly defer to parenting experts, parenting 
books, blogs, Facebook pages, Instagram messages, as well as 
to their communities and neighbourhoods as they constantly 
search for what exactly they should be doing. Should they send 
their kids to overnight camp? If they wait, what is the impact 
on their child? Should they enrol a four year-old in hockey? If 
they wait, will it impede future hockey development?

These questions help us explore what the French author 
Anaïs Nin suggests when she reflects, “We do not see the 
world as it is; we see it as we are.” Perhaps parents do not see 
the whole picture; perhaps they see only fragments of many 
different perspectives and the chaos of random expectations.

Common sense used to guide much of parenting. It has 
been devalued and strangely replaced by the almost devo-
tional surrender of parental decisions to what parents feel 
they “should” be doing. Some external expert seems to hold 
authority over what’s right and what’s wrong for their par-
ticular child. Parents feel they must choose correctly or face 
long-term and dire consequences to their child’s well-being.

Obviously, much has been written about the value of 

it’s time to take a panoramic view of how 
we design our lives and spend our days.

white space is a commitment to being 
available, thoughtful, and restful in our 
children’s presence.

redesigning 
Childhood  

with  
white space

BY JAsMinE EliAV, Phd
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the sabbath
by rabbi Abraham Joshua heschel

BY kArEn ChisVin

it can be difficult for many of us to find the focus we 
need to meet our goals. Sharpening our focus is a contin-
ual process that requires practise over time. Staying on track 
and being productive is an ongoing challenge.

A spectrum of experts—from neuroscientist Daniel 
Levitin to Zen advocate Leo Babauta—offer us tips to help 
us focus: limit distractions; slow our pace; let go of the need 
to do everything; simplify our lives; be intentional; make a 
conscious commitment to focus and regularize the practice 
with ritual; develop habits.

These are not new ideas. Before there were academic and 
popular mindfulness experts, there was a way to bring our 
bodies, minds, and spirits into regular balance: there was 
(and is) the Sabbath. One very important examination of 
Shabbat can be found in Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel’s 
small volume, The Sabbath: Its Meaning for Modern Man.

Heschel structures his book in 10 short chapters, brack-
eted by a prologue and an epilogue. Powerful wood engrav-
ings by artist Ilya Shor illustrate its pages. Heschel begins 
with the claim that people generally overlook the interrelat-
edness of space and time. He argues that we are “infatuated 
with the splendor of space, and the grandeur of things of 
space,” but are blind “to all reality that fails to identify itself 
as a thing”1—notably time.

But he looks at Judaism and finds that it is “more con-
cerned with history than with geography.”2 He presents the 
case that Judaism is a religion of time that aims at making 
time holy. Of all sanctified times, Shabbat, specifically, is 
likened to a “palace in time” that is made of soul, joy, and 
reticence.

Heschel takes care to be clear that his is a realistic appre-
ciation of the world where we live. He reminds us that, as 
with many things, we learn to understand our world and to 
make meaning for ourselves by noticing the existence and 
relationship of apparent opposites. For Heschel, the value 
of Shabbat is not its separation from the rest of the week, 
but its interconnection with the rest of the week. Days one 
through six are important and to be valued. But they are dif-
ferent from the importance and value of Shabbat.

The “rest of the week” becomes associated with “technical 

civilization,” which Heschel sees as the product of human 
labour, endowed with divine dignity. With divine dignity, it 
is appropriate for us to have external gifts and talents, and 
to make and share our outward possessions. The paradox is 
that at the same time, we must be able to do without those 
very gifts and possessions. When we abstain from work on 
Shabbat, we affirm the labour of the rest of the week. Shabbat 
is ours to observe and celebrate.

Heschel uses the middle chapters of his book to reinforce 
his central metaphor of the Sabbath as a palace in time. He 
gives us a short historical overview. The period of the Roman 
Empire offers contrasting perspectives on a space-based and 
time-based civilization. Rome at its peak represented the 
splendour of space. Called the Eternal City, Rome’s expres-
sions of engineering, architecture, and art were exemplified 
in its marvellous roads and aqueducts, grand buildings, and 
magnificent sculptures, all intended to be everlasting. In fact, 
these works of humanity proved transitory. By contrast, the 
Sabbath, a work of time, endures.

Heschel shows us how the rabbis of the Hellenistic/
Roman period struggled to find meaning for the modern Jew 
of the time. First citing rabbinic sources that demonstrate 
the extremes of either denying the local culture or assimi-
lating to it, Heschel describes how the rabbis found that a 
middle way was the correct way. They taught their students 
to accept and value the workaday, and then weekly celebrate 
the Sabbath as a “glimpse of eternity.” They could engage in 
study and prayer on Shabbat, and return to geometry and 
engineering when the Sabbath day was over.

In the final chapters of The Sabbath, Heschel emphasizes 
that Shabbat is a creation of God and not of the mind of 
man. It exists outside of us. Our duty and opportunity is to 
take it as our own and to embrace it. Heschel saw the obser-
vance of Kabbalat Shabbat as both our acceptance of the 
obligation to observe the day and immersion in joyous ritu-
als to welcome its presence.

Heschel’s writing style may read awkwardly to the contem-
porary reader. The first edition of the book was published in 
1951, and it is addressed to the “modern man” of his time. Yet 
the book has remained in publication and continues to be 

a bestseller in Jewish theology. We can update the gendered 
language and read “humanity” for “man.” We should recog-
nize that “modern” is rubric for a world where engineering, 
science, and technology prevail.

The Sabbath was first published in the aftermath of the 
devastation of World War II and the Holocaust, and the 
first use of atomic weapons. Whether or not we still identify 
as “modern” in Heschel’s sense, his argument holds. Living 
today in what some people call a “postmodern age,” with dig-
ital transformations, environmental degradation, and social 
unrest, we may still find ourselves troubled about the future.

Heschel offers a measure of hope. He is optimistic that 
the spiritual has a permanent place in our lives. He believes 
that our perpetual acknowledgment of this—through 
Shabbat observance—is what will allow us to continually 
rebuild our civilization.

Heschel’s language is poetic. It is richly layered with met-
aphors and with a wide range of stories from the Tanach and 
the Talmud, and from Midrashic and Hasidic sources. While 
the book was also likely informed by other works of philoso-
phy that Heschel was familiar with, those are not cited. This 
volume about the Sabbath restricts its citations to the works 
that Heschel might have read on the Sabbath. This makes 
the work excellent Shabbat reading for today.

Shabbat serves no instrumental purpose. The spirit of the 
Sabbath “is a reality we meet, rather than an empty span of 
time which we choose to set aside for comfort or recupera-
tion.”3 Yet, since it is “the release from our enslavement to 
things,” it may very well serve to support our comfort and 
recuperation.

Heschel urges us to covet this special time (emphatically 
contrasting his admonition with the tenth commandment 
that speaks of what we shall not covet: things of the world). 
Shabbat is independent of lunar and solar cycles and the 
change of seasons. It exists by the intent of God.

And how do we celebrate this palace of time? We make 
it holy for ourselves by intent and commitment. Our mod-
ern experts would do well to explore Shabbat as a means to 
habitually find focus. We do not just view the day from afar, 
but immerse ourselves in it. We mimic the original act of 
creation by lighting candles. We enact rituals that help us 
find release from daily concerns and activities. We limit our 
distractions, slow our pace, let go of our need to do, and 
concentrate on the need to be. We practise this observance 
by taking it up each week. As Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel 
reminds us, “The act of creation is continuous.”

1 Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, The Sabbath: Its Meaning for Modern Man (New York: 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2005), p. 5.

2 Ibid., pp. 6–7.
3 Ibid., p. 59.

karen Chisvin is an alumni parent and past chair of the Board of The 
Toronto heschel School. She is a practising architect working in the area of 
professional development, and a long-time community volunteer. 
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Rhodes Scholars no longer read whole books. Millennials 
don’t read left to right; they skim and surf for key words. 
Noting the endurance for nearly half a millennium of the 
technological innovation of a long sequence of pages 
between two covers known as the book, Carr delivers the dis-
turbing, yet well-researched message that connected screen 
reading “seizes our attention only to scatter it.” Studies con-
firm that the brain’s comprehension declines as the num-
ber of electronic links increases, because our brains have to 
make a choice. To click or not to click. While reading linear 
text results in more remembering and better comprehension, 
a group reading a hypertext document were seven times 
more likely to report they found it confusing.

But there is no going back. Universal screen addiction is 
no surprise, which might be the only dated aspect of Carr’s 
book. He reports that people spend nearly half their time 
away from work on screens, plus watching TV, but surely this 
is too low for 2016. He notes that during work, people check 
their emails about 40 times per hour, each glance break-
ing concentration and burdening working memory. Carr 
observes: “We like to feel connected—we hate to feel discon-
nected. The Internet doesn’t change our intellectual habits 
against our will. But change them it does.”2 We read faster, 
yet less thoroughly, and the cognitive penalty can be severe.

Carr doesn’t shrink from exploring the cognitive pen-
alty, which involves an exploration into the plasticity of the 
human brain, that is, the speed at which it adapts to change. 
Explaining a resurgence in the popularity of Canada’s most 
famous scholar, Marshall McLuhan, who famously asserted 
that the “medium is the message,” Carr quotes Francis Bacon, 
who said, in 1620, that “moveable type changed the face and 
conditions of things the world over…no empire or sect or 
star has exercised a greater power and influence on human 
affairs,”3 asserting that the only equally powerful inventions 
have been gunpowder and the compass.

Carr observes that our era may not be the first time that 
technology has rewired minds. In 1882, Nietzsche, suffering 
from depression and a writing block, purchased a typewriter, 
called a “writing ball.”’ Bingo, it cured him of both afflictions, 
causing him to write: “Our writing equipment takes part in 
the forming of our thoughts.”

Carr sums up his discussion of reading, observing:

For the last five centuries, ever since Gutenberg’s printing 
press made book reading a popular pursuit, the linear, 
literary mind has been at the center of art, science and 
society. as supple as it is subtle, the literary mind has been 
the imaginative mind of the renaissance, the rational mind 
of the enlightenment, the inventive mind of the industrial 
revolution, even the subversive mind of modernism. it may 
soon be yesterday’s mind.4

Delving into today’s mind, Carr presents a stunning array 
of neurobiological studies into the physiology of what is 

going on. The title of the book is grounded in the proof 
that, as the Internet grants us easy access to vast amounts 
of information, it is turning us into shallower thinkers and 
actually changing the structure of our brains. He assesses 
that the Internet may be the single, most powerful mind- 
altering technology since the alphabet and number systems, 
or at the very least, since the invention of the book.

The speed of brain change is stunning. Studies show five 
hours on the Internet can result in the rerouting of neu-
ral pathways. As you’ve probably witnessed in yourself and 
everyone around you, neuro-adaptions lead to more of the 
same adaptions. First, your brain craves more practise of the 
new surfing skills, and second, neurological real estate for 
unused skills actually shrinks. Brain plasticity means new 
practices are quickly gained and old ones easily lost. Use it 
or lose it.

A study on London cabbies, long required to memorize 
the city, is salient. Pre-GPS, cabbies displayed enlarged hip-
pocampi, the visual map part of the brain, correlated to years 
on the job. Not surprisingly, those hippocampi are shrinking. 
With research showing that “the brighter the software, the 
dimmer the user,” how long will we know our own way home, 
without our external GPS?

The Shallows concludes with deep contemplation of where 
this might be going. Carr asks: Are we destined to become 

“mindless consumers of data”? As the Internet reroutes neu-
ral paths and diminishes our capacity for contemplation, 
might it be altering the depth of our emotions as well as our 
thoughts? Similar to the dark prophecy in Stanley Kubrick’s 
2001: A Space Odyssey, Carr considers that, “as we rely on 
computers to mediate our understanding of the world, our 
own intelligence flattens into artificial intelligence.”5

The Shallows acknowledges that the delight of web surf-
ing feels like “the brain lighting up.” But, like everything, it 
comes at a price. So, next time you find yourself wondering 
about your own ability to sustain focus, about your chil-
dren’s critical thinking skills, or whether the new generation 
seems somehow intellectually and emotionally, maybe even 
fundamentally, different, one-click your Kindle app and 
download The Shallows. You’ll be in for a beautifully written, 
deep reading experience.

And if your brain craves more, Carr’s latest book, The Glass 
Cage, is a wonderful and disturbing study of the impact of 
automation.

1 Nicholas Carr, The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 2010), p. 10.

2 Ibid., p. 92.
3 Ibid., p. 69.
4 Ibid., p. 10.
5 Ibid., p. 224.
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as a speaker, teacher, and writer on the impact of 
the digital shift, I read a lot of material. But nothing—no 
book, no post, no blog or vlog—has left me as breathless 
as Nicholas Carr’s The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to 
Our Brains. Published in 2010, about a millennium ago in 
Internet years, its gorgeous prose and well-researched truths 
about the profound media transformations are with me daily. 
No one, especially no parent, should miss this book. I say 
this not just from the perspective of a professional but also 
with the emotional investment of a mother.

The book and its author have a great pedigree. The 
Shallows was a finalist for the 2011 Pulitzer Prize for General 
Nonfiction; it was on The New York Times nonfiction bestseller 
list; and it has been translated into 17 languages. Educated 
at Dartmouth and Harvard, Carr has been the executive edi-
tor of Harvard Business Review.

We are amidst the most thrilling shift in communications 
since the printing press, even if it often feels like we are 
drinking from a fire hose. In two decades, digital has trans-
formed nearly all media into an electronic screen practice; 
just ask any two year-old. In Silicon Valley, when they say 
software is eating the world, they mean heads-up; the big 
disrupt will soon profoundly alter nearly every other aspect 
of life as we know it. Already in progress: banking, driving, 
health care….

Amidst this mediaquake, what is the importance of The 
Shallows? The book poignantly captures the importance of 
the Internet as the most “astonishing boon to humanity” but 
also observes its downside. As an interruptive technology, it 
makes us jumpy and unable to focus: “What the Net seems 
to be doing is chipping at my capacity for concentration and 
contemplation.”1 But the book goes deeper and takes a close 
look at the Internet’s effect on the human brain. Ultimately, 
The Shallows is an astonishing story about how and why irre-
versible changes are transforming us, and our children, into 
shallower beings by “breaking the tyranny of text,” resulting 
in a “dissolution of the linear mind.”

The book unfolds on four levels of increasing depth. It 
starts with a perfect capture of the Internet’s “moveable feast 
of content and devices to deliver it, one course after another, 
each juicier than the last, with hardly a moment to catch 
our breath.” Next, it explores how the Internet is changing 
a cultural practice that is thousands of years old and that 
we take for granted: reading. Diving deeper, Carr presents 
a robust review of prestigious research on the effects of the 
digital on the brain. He concludes with a haunting essay on 
the cultural implications of the digital age.

Carr cites research, which has already confirmed that the 
skill of deep, immersive reading, that used to come naturally, 
has become a struggle, even for English majors. He tracks 
the fascinating history of reading back to 380 CE, when 
early texts, in homage to speech, had no separation between 
printed words. Back in that day, reading demanded intensive 
cognitive immersion, the opposite of today’s practice. Today, 

the shallows is an 
astonishing story 

about how and why 
irreversible changes 
are transforming us, 

and our children, into 
shallower beings.
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